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The present invention relates to an image form 
4ing lor projection system, and more particularly 
t0 e. novel optical train giving improved refrac 
'tive and light transmission effects.' ' " " 

The invention is disclosed herein as being em~ 
bodied in a system for projecting television pic 
tures or the like, in which the optical system is 
of the type comprising a spherical «mirror and a 
spherical-aberration correcting plate. As ex 
plained in Patent No. 2,273,801, granted to Daniel 
O. Landis, February 17, 1942, it has been found 
that a large television picture can be projected 
with sufficient illumination and with good deñ 
nition by employing a specially designed _optical 
system of the above mentioned type. Whe-n the 
present invention is employed in conjunction with 
the projection .system disclosed :1nd claimed in 
the Landis patent, improved results will be ob 
tained as will hereinafter appear. 

It is anrobject of Vthe present invention to pro 
v vide a novel and improved optical system of the 
type employing a spherical mirror in which the 
optical efficiency of the system is greatly en 
hanced. 

. The present invention is concerned with chang 
ing the refraction of light at the boundary be» 
tween two4 media by selecting the contacting 
media in view of optical properties such as their 
respective indices of refraction. One of the me 
dia must maintain its configuration at the’con~ 
tactin'g boundary, and therefore a transparent 
solid is employed; The remaining medium is, in 
accordance with the present invention, a iìuid 
such as a transparent liquid or a transparent 
semi-solid, such as a jell. Moreover, in accord 
ance with the invention, immersion of the ef 
fective ren-acting surface Íoi the solid medium 
may be extended to embrace other elements of 
the optical train or system, 'and may for certain 
applications be carried to the point of total im 
mersion of all of the effective optical elements 
o; the system. In the instance last described the 
medium selected will preferably 'ne a liquid, and 
in its selection other properties may be considered, 
such as its heat conductivity, so as it may serve 
es a coolant, its dielectric strength. so that it 
may serve as an electrical insulator, and its den 
sity, so that it may provide X~ray shielding. 

If the correcting plate is immersed in a transf 
parent medium of suitable index of refraction, 
the curvatures and variations in thickness of the 
correcting plate must be greatly exaggerated to» 
give the same optical effect that would be ob 
tained with the unirnmersed correcting plate. 
Conversely, bymaking a suitable choice of dif- 55 
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ference of index of refraction between the cor 
recting plate and the liquid. the ngure, curva 
tures or variations in thickness might ’oe emg 

' gez-ated to any desired degree. 
Accordingly, another important object of the 

present invention is to exaggerate the curvature 
of a spherical-aberration correcting lens, where 
by the requirements on precision of figuring the 
correcting lens are less stringent. 

10 Still another object ci the invention isto make 
easier the problem of molding a correcting plate 
from a transparent plastic.V _ , 

A further object of the present invention is to 
provide a projection system having a greatly en 

15 hanced light ciiiciency. ‘ 
A still further object of the invention is sub 

stantially to eliminate the eíi‘ect of halation, mal: 
ing possible improved contrast in an image pro 
jected by the optical system.; 

2g A son further object of the invention n to er» 
 lect a redaction in the throw distance _of o. pro 
jection system, and more »particularly a televisionv 
image projection system.  
A still further object of the invention is to pro 

25 vide protection for the principal reilecting sur 
face of» an optical system employed in projecting 
images, and more particularly in a television im 
age projection system. 
A still further object of the present invention ‘ 

30 is to provide for more edective electrical insu 
lation and cooling 'of a.- television picture repro 
ducing device such as a cathode ray tube and to 
provide shielding from radiations emanating from 
such a tu‘oe when operatedat high voltages, these 

35 results being attainable in accordance with the 
invention separately or together. » 

The invention will be better understood from 
the following description taken in ‘connection with À 
the accompanying drawings in which: 

40 Figs. 1 to 3 are diagrams which are referred to" 
in describing principles of the invention existing 
in an optical system embodying the invention; 

Fig. 4 is a side view of a television projection 
system embodying the inventio-nin modified form, 

45 and 
Figs. 5 and 6 are views similar to Fig. 4, illus 

trating other .inodiñcations of the invention. 
Fig. 7 is adiagram illustrating the gain in light 

emclency in accordance with the invention. 
5o Referring to Fig. 1, there is illustrated en op 

tical system of general application embodying 
the invention. This illustrative system comprises 
a spherical mirror ID and _n correcting plate Il. 
The face i 2 of the correcting plate is formed or 
figured to bring light rays from all points of the 
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mirror in protection screen it', which 
is aho‘v ‘ 'e loer" ’1 ' r than 
at n, 1li the c =‘ 

t . A t there _is a 

such as e. cathode ray tube, for i 
point indicated. This point may ce e». 1; 
cipal focus of the curved mirror, but  ‘ 
between the center of eurvatura‘hi. 

and the principal locus rrlien'an e embodying the invention is to be i. ~ ' 

icction Work. The principal :focal „ i 
way between the mirror and its c . 
ture 2l. Light rays from the sou i5 rciîiected 
from the mirror' l0 neer its edge have their focus 
at a point marked “normal edge locus" in the 
absence of the correcting plate il. The path of 
these rays after leaving the correcting plate is 
indicated by the dashed line i3. The correcting 
plate il in conjunction with the optical medium 
i9 is figured within comparatively libera-l toler 
ance limits provided by the invention to refract 
these raysjust enough to maire them focus on the 
projecting screen M. ‘Ille correcting plate, it 
will be understood, is figured so as to make al1 of 

(D. 

Athe rays originating from the sourcelß and re 
ñected from the mirror come to a focus on the 
screen I4.' The solid line 23 indicates the cor 
rected ray path corresponding to the unccrrected 
ray path I8. 
The way in which the tolerance limits are made 

less stringent by immersing the correcting plate 
as taught by this invention is clearly illustrated 
by the following examples. 
Referring now to Fig. 2, there is shown, in a 

conventional manner, a. pencil or ray 25 travel 
ing in a transparent medium, for example, glass 
2li-having an index of refraction of 1.5, The 
boundary 2l of the glass 26 which is in contact 

» with air makes an ang-le indicated by 2B with 
respect to a line 29 drawn so as to be normal to 
vthe'ray'îä. The ray 25 is bent so that it follows 
the path 3l after emerging from the glass 26. 
The angle through which the ray is refracted is 

 `indicated-by reference character 32. 
Fig. 3 shows a ray 34 through transparent glass 

26 having the same index' of refraction as the 
glass 26 of Fig. 2. The surface of the glass 23 is 
in contact with a transparent medium 35 such as 
glycerin which has a lower index of refraction 
than glass, namely 1.4729. The ray 34, as it 
emerges from the first medium into thesecond 
medium, is to be bent or retracted through the 
angle 32, which is the same as the angle 32 of 
Fig. 2, _and is so indicated ‘m Fig. 3. The emerg 
ing ray 35 of Fig. 3 is to pass through a point 31 
corresponding to an identically located point 3'! 
Vin Fig. 2. In order to fulfill this condition it; will 
be found that the boundary 3S between the media. 
25 and 35 must maize an angle tl with respect 
to a line ¿l2 drawn so as to be-normal to the ray 
34. It will be seen from this brief study of Figs. 
1 and 2 that if the angle 22 of Fig, 2 is unchanged, 
the angle 32 will be decreased with the'surface 21 
of the glass 26 immersed in .a liquid such as the 
liquid 35. . 

Referring again to Fig. l oi the drawings, it will 
be seen, in View of Figs; 2 and 3, that if the ray 
indicated by the solid line 23 is to intersect the 
axis in the plane of the screen I4, the curvature 
of the correcting plate I l is exaggerated when the 
medium I9 is in interfacial contact with the sur 
face` l2 of the correcting plate Il. By making 
a suitable choice Vof 'difference in index of refrac 
tion between the correcting plate H and the im 
mersion medium, _the curvature of this correctingr 

e 
ted to any desired degree. 

.el etîcct is the carne 
en medium “he nrc 

uring th . resting plate may be 
` For er1-111131113, whereas the con» 

ent may require the’ the cor 
1red to cn accuracy el’ 0.0001 

inch, if the curi/at e and variations in. tl'liclmess 
are 'exe' :crateri ten-fold by the immersion prin 
ciple, wh l1 is employ-cd in a nove] manner in 
the present invention,` the correcting plate need 
only be Egured to accuracy or” 0.001 inch to 
give the same performance. 
The optical medium lfl may be a liquid or a. 

15 viscous colloidal suspension and is maintained in 
facial contact with the surface i2 by a trans 
parent plate @it which is secured in any suitable 

' manner to the plate H along its edge td, for ex 
ample, by cement which is not soluble in the liq 

20 uid transparent medium I9 or the liquid com» 
ponent of the jell. ‘ 

The lens Il may be formed from e. plastic by 
molding or casting, since thel precision o1“ figuring 
this lens or correcting plate is greatly reduced by 

25 employing the present invention as pointed out 
above. As specific examples of the ray correcting 
combination H and l0, “Lucitc” (methyl meth 
acrylate) having an index of refraction approxi 
mately 1.52 tc 1.53 was used in conjunction with 

30 glycerin or Russian mineral oil as the ñuid me 
dium. Another suitable liquid medium is a prod 
uct obtainable on the market under the name 
“Texaco Capella AA.” These liquids which are 
mentioned by way of example may also be em- ' 

35 ployed when the correcting plate H is formed of 
polystyrene. The molding of correcting plates 
from any of the known, transparent plastics to 
an accuracy of 0.0001 inch such as would be re 
quired for a conventional spherical mirror and 

40 correcting plate arrangement is exceedingly dif 
iicult, whereas with an accuracy 0.001 inch such 
as would be required in a system in which the 
face l2 of 4the correcting plate is immersed as de 
scribed above permits the employment of con 

45 ventional molding technique. _ 
The »point i0 may be on the end t0 of a cathode 

ray tube (not shown) upon which a television 
picture appears. When the tube is active nu 
merous light points, in addition to the point I8-, 

50 will be effective to illuminate the screen I4, and 
it will be understood that configuration of the 
tube end ‘l0 and the din'íensions,A aperture, and 
the figured surface I2 of the correcting plate will 
beselected in view of considerations set forth 

55 in detail in the lundis patent above referred to.' 
and in a patent to E. G. Bamberg, No. 2,298,808, 
granted October 13, 1942. 

It will be understood that the principles dis 
closed above in connection with Fig. 1 of the 

60 drawings may be applied in terrestial and astro 
nomical telescopes, cameras and image projectors 
generally. The location of the elements in the 
optical system for each case will be governed by 
Well known comiderations. For example, in an 

65 astronomical telescope, a. curved photographic 
plate will be placed at the focus of the system in 
Fig. 1 as the local siu‘face will be curved.l 

Fig. 4 of the drawings shows a Átelevision pro 
jection system embodying~ the invention in which 

70 the entire optical system, with the exception o!A , 
the viewing screen, is immersed in an optical 1118-.. 
dium 52, such as a liquid or Jell selected in view. 
of .considerations pointed out above. In addition?, . 
to having an index of refraction which 4isf less'. 

75 than~the index .of refraction of the correcting 
I n 
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pirate di., the fluid constituting the critical rnc- 
diam la n cíercbly in view of other 
proscrit at out aber-e, namely its heat con» 
elasticity', .s dielectric strength, and' its density. 
A spherical mirror iid is ,positioned so that it re 
ceivcs ‘fern the active end or’ the cathode 

¿i duid tight casing te“ retains the 
duid-optical medium 52. Suitable supports, such 
as rings 5l'. are positioned within the casing‘äi’i 
with the rings spaced apart sufficiently to provide 
a groove in which theedse of the mirror is 
seated. A flange di." provides a recess in which 
the edge of the correcting plate 53 is seated and 
an opening in the center of the correcting plate 
receives the elongated portion of the cathode ray 
tube di. This may be accomplishedby using a» 
cement insoluble in or impervious to medium 52. 
The casing 56 vis provided with brackets or 

flanges' t2 so that it may be secured as a com 
pact optical unit to a 'support of any desired type 
such as the interior of a cabinet. The ñgured 
surface E3 of the 'correcting plate 53 is immersed 
as well as the active end of the cathode ray tube 
5i and the mirror 54. A screen G6 is spaced from 
the mirror 54 at a. distance depending upon the 

, optical design of the optical system, including 
the mirror 54 and the correcting plate 53. 
The placement distance of the screen 66 with 

respect to the mirror 54 is an important feature 
of the invention in the form disclosed in Fig. 4 
of the drawings. 
traverses the 'medium 52 before emerging into 
the air after passing through the correcting plate 
53 and travels in'air from the correcting' plate 53 
to the screen 65. The screen 65 may be placed 
closer to the mirror 54 since the throw distance 
is reduced. This result is attained because the 
principal rays from the mirror 54 form a. cone, 
the' axis of~ which is substantially normal to the 

 boundary between the correcting plate 53 and the 
air;A This effect corresponds Vto the effect ob 

` served ’when an image is viewed normally to the 
`boundary between two media such as water and 
air. When the object is .in water, for example, 
and is viewed from the air in this manner, there 
îsno lateral displacement of the object but an 
lapparent', change in_distance of the object from 
the observer, the object appearing to be closer. 
Approximatelv a 33% reduction- in throw distance 
is attained. ' . ¿ 

There is also realized substantially twofold 
gain in light eiiiciency when the reilective sur 
:face 5d of the mirror and the tube end 55 are 
immersed. This gain in light eñ‘iciency comes 
about because the oblique rays leaving the tube 
face are not' refracted away 'from the normal 
when the index of refraction of the immersion 
iluid matches that of the tube face, and as a 
consequence, more of them are collected by a 
mirrorfof a given size.~ This is illustrated in Fig. 

» 7 of the drawings’in which a segment of the tube 
end 55 is shown. P indicates a luminous point. 

' Only the smaller cone 561 of light rays leaving 
the point P actually gets picked u'p at the mirror 
54 when it is not immersed, while the light from 
the large cone 511 is picked up when the tube 
face and the mirror are immersed. 
This change in the critical angle of reflection 

also eliminates the `effect of halation, making 
`possible improved' contrast 1in the image appear 
ing on theA screen 68. 
The surface of the mirror 54 is protected from 

dust. dirt, corrosive .effects or aqueous moisture 
and other> deleterious substances which cause 

Light from the tube end 55» 
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corrosion :or disintegration of the silveri. 
:duelli boliche-ri surface ci the silver or the ir 
.glee-.s surface. ' 

' 'lï‘lzc liquid medium may serve as a ccolant 
for so much ci the tube lll as is immersed therein. 
This cooling eil’ect may he enhanced by providing 
a radiator having se able conduit corsie-cliche 
to the casing so that heat absorbed by the op-  
tica inediuru may be radiated to the air'. A cir 
culating means may be provided- for circulating 
mediinu through tlier-ad-iator, and e. ian or other 
arrangement may bc used for caurinn motion of 
air in the neighborhood of the radiator in a well 
knownrnanner. . „l ‘ 

As pointed out above. .themedium of lil may 
be selected _for its Iii-ray absorbent properties s 
as to provide a measure of .Protection against 
hard rays» emitted from the cathode ray tube lil. 
The cathode ray tube will usually by of the type 
employing higher than normal operating volt 
ages, so as to attain a brilliant image at the end 
of the tube 55, and these high voltages whichire 
quently are in excess of fifty to seventy lrilovolts 
tend to give rise to X-ray radiation from the 
rimpacted target area. 

Fig. 5 of the drawings illustrates a modification 
of the arrangement shown in Fig. 4 i'n which all 
of the elements of the optical system, including 
one face of the viewing screen lll, are immersed 
ln a liquid optical medium 7! selected in rie-w of 
the considerations mentioned above‘governing the 
selection of the medium 52 indicated in 4 of 
the drawings. Reference character ‘I2 ’indicates 
a cathode ray tube which »may be ‘similar to the...wr 
tube 5I illustrated in Fig. «i `of the drawings. A 
correcting plate ’I3 surrounds the neck of the tube 
in the manner shown in Fig. 4 of the drawings 
and illustrated _more in detail in the two patents 
referred to above. Any known or desired means 
may be employed to support the 'tube 12 and the 
correcting plate 13 in a housing or container 16, 
which is filled with the liquid optical medium 1I, 
having an index of refraction lower than the in 
dex of refraction of the'jcorrecrlng plate 13. The 
spherical mirror 'Il may be supported at or ad- ' 
jacent to one end of the container 16 by suitable 
meanssuch as that shown in Fig. 4 of the draw 
ings. . 

The viewing screen is preferably of translucent 
materialso thatthe image formed thereon may be 
viewed externally of the container 75. The ar 
rangement just described possesses the advan 
tage of substantially eliminating chromatic aber 
ration which is present in some degree in the op 
tical system illustrated by Fig. 4 of the drawings. 
The arrangement _disclosed by Fig. ‘l of the draw 
ings is in general the preferred modification of 
the invention. However, where 800 line televi 
sion pictures, for example, are to be projected the 
arrangement disclosed in Fig. 5 ol.' the drawings 
is to be preferred, since with such a high defini 
tion, it is desirable to compensate for chromatic 
aberration even though it involves thesacrlilce 
of the 33% reduction in throw distance attained 
with the modification of Fig. 4 of the drawings. 
Tests show that chromatic laberration resultin! 
from the arrangement of Fig. d of the drawings 
are not detrimental to the quality of television 
pictures reproduced in accordance with present 
day standards. i 
The 'all-immersion „arrangement of Fig. 5 o! 

the drawings provides increased insulation for the 
tube 'I2 and its electrical connections. The liquid 
optical medium will then beselected with this` 
property in mind as well` as other desirable prop 
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orties mentioned shove. it the ined-lum is ingro 
scepic to en appreciatie degree, the liquid e be l 

apparatus. . l 

Flg.' 6 of the drawings discicsesan arrange» 
ment wherein chromatic aberration ci the entire 
projection cell or unit, indicated generally hy ref 
erence character 1Q, is compensated for in a 10 
novel manner. In selecting the liquid optical nie- . 
dîuni il! , which is contained Within the cell i9, the 
property of dispersion must be considered in con 
junction with the dispersive power oí a liquid op 
tical medium 82 contained in Va screen cell indi 
cated generally by the reference character 133. 
This screen cell comprises a transparant Weil 24 
and a translucent Wall t8, the latter‘serving as 
the viewing screen. These walls are joined to 
esther in any suitable manner so as to provide 
the liquid tight cavity between’ them, which con 
tains the liquid >medium 82. For achromatism 
the product of the dispersion of the medium Bl 

_ in the'projection cell 'mand the distance 8B from 
-- the projection cell ‘ln to the screen cell 8f3 should 
equal the product lof the dispersion of the me 
dium 32 _in the screen cell 83 and the thickness 
89 of the screen cell. By way of example, the 
transparent liquid in an embodiment of the in 

` vention operated for test purposes' was mineral 
oil and the liquid in the screen cell was carbon 
disulphide (CS2).  » 

VFrom the foregoing it will be seen that the in 
vention provides' a method of and means for giv 
ing a prescribed exaggeration of the figure of 
a correcting lens or plate useful for general op 
tical purposes.. ~Also. the invention provides a 
television picture 'projection system having a tele' 
vision‘reproduction tube and reñective mirror im 
’rnersed with a corrective lens in a common rne 

" diurn to form a-'projection cell. >It will be under 
stood in this connection by those skilled in the 

v tart that4 an bf the mechanical arid optical refine-V 
ments disclosed in the‘two patents referred to 
above may he applied to television .projection ap» 
paratus embodying the present invention. For 
example, the arrangement disclosed by Fig. 3 of 
the Landisv patent, including the mirror I9, may 
be followed in designing a television projector em» 

' bo‘dying this inventionA The invention further 
provides for use 0f such a projection cell with a 
screen cell containing a suitable medium and so 
proportioned as to provide achromatism. 
The nature of -the invention will be determined A 

from the foregoing, and the scope .thereofis de 
ñned in the appended claims. ‘ i 
Having now described the invention, what is 

claimed and desired to be secured by» Letters 
Patent 'is the following: Y » 

4l. An optical system comprising a concave 
spherical mirror, a correcting plate positioned 
to transmit light reñected from said spherical 
mirror, s_a'id correcting lplate having a figured 
surface the curvatures of which are exaggerted, 
and'a readily deformable optical medium in 
interfacial contact with the figured surface of 
said correcting‘plate, said optical medium and 
said correcting plate having indices of refrac~ 
tìondiiîering from each other whereby the cor 
_recting plate functions in the same manner as a. 
correcting plate having unexaggerated curva 
tures in ‘Contact with air. ' . 

2. An optical syst-em i’or image projection and 
enlarging comprising a light source adapted to 
emit light to produce a bidimensional optical 

15 

20 

25 

pictiue image oi liu-ite erea'suhstoutiaih' centered 
on tvc optical oi' the erstem. a iight rciicct 
ing t ricca of revolution having its concave eur 
fece positioned to relient the iight milling from 
scid source. on euphoric-al zone plate positioned 
to it sive the rcñected light projected from acid 

light source, said noue plate haring a surface and lacing arranged eirtcrnal to the light 

,cth from the licht source to the reiiector and 
axially aligned with each and adapted to correct  
the spherical aberrations introduced into the 
reflected iight rays ha' the relîecting surface, and 
means for exaggerating the zones of said .e1-incri 
cal tone plate comprising a liquid optical medium 
immer-sing the ñgurcd surface of said zone plate. 
means for maintaining the liquid optical medium 
in contact with the zones of said aspherical zone 
plate, _said zone plate and said liquid optical 
medium having selected differences of their re 
frective indices giving the saine optical eñectas 
would'he obtained with an unimrnersed and un 
exaggerated correcting plate. 

3. A projection system comprising a concave 
spherical mirror, a correcting plate having a 
figured surface and positioned to receive light re» 
il'ec-ted 'from said spherical mirror, a projection 
tube having an object surface therein which is 

Y positioned at a conjugate focus of said system1 
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and a ïiuid tight enclosure for maintaining a. fluid 
optical medium of selected' difference of refrac» 
tive index in physical contact with said mirror, 
the figured surface of said correcting plate and 
the object surface of said tube. to immerse the Iig 
ured surface of _said correcting 'plate whereby 
the selected differences of the refractive indices 
of the plate and immersing medium permit the 
iigured surface vof the correcting plate to be 
greatly exaggerated and~ which in connection 
with the said immersing vmedium gives the same 
optical eii'ect that would be obtained with an 
unimmcrsed correcting plate. 

4. A projection system comprising a concave 
.spherical mirror,`a correcting plate having an 
optically active> surface positioned to receive and 
transmit light rellected from said spherical 
vmirror, a projection tube having an object Vsur 
face therein which is positioned at a conjugate 

` focus of the system, a viewing screen receiving 
light in the 4form of a readily perceptible image 
transmitted by said correcting plate, and a. iluid 
optical medium in wihch said projection tube. 
the optically active surface of said correcting 
plate, said mirror and the light receiving faccio! 
said viewing screen are immersed, said ñuid opti 
cal medium having an index of refraction differ 
ing from that of said correcting plate. 

5. An optical system comprising a concave 
spherical mirror, a correcting plate positioned 
_to transmit light received fromsaid sphellcal l 
mirror. a projection tube having an object sur 
face therein which is positioned »at a coniugate 
focus of the system, a viewing screen'spaced from 
said spherical mirror, a liquid optical medium 
ln the light path from said projection tube object 
surface to said correcting plate, and a second 
~liquid optical medium in contact with said view 
ing screen so as to be traversed by light trans 
mitted by said correcting plate for a portion of 
its path, said iirst named liquid optical medium 
having index of refraction differing from that 0f 
said correcting plate, said ilrst land second liquid 
optical media having values of dispersion such 
that the product of. the portion of the light path 
in linear units along the axis lof said system 
from said correcting plate to said second liquid 
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optical medium multipìíed by the dispersion velue 
of seid ñrst named liquid optical medium îs-eïgual 
to the product of the path in linear units trev 
ersedby light. passing 'from seid correcting niet@ 
to seid viewing so en through Vseid second ñuid 
optical medium multiplied by the dispersion velue 
of said second named ììcguid opte el medium. 
"whereby said epticeï system is aehromatic. 

6. »An optical eombìnetî'ou comprising a, spheri 
cal mirror with aberrations end e. correcting plete 
for the aberrations for transmitting directed 
light in which the refractive effect of the plate 

5 

10 

is decreased so that' tolerance requirements in4 „ 
forming the element may be relaxed, said plete 
having e. figured surface, the curvature of the 
figured surface being exaggerated, a fîuid optical 
medium in Contact with and îmmel'sîng seid ñg~ 
ured surface, theíìuìd optical medium having a, 
dîñ‘erent index of refraction so reîete'd to the ìn~ 
dex of refraetîon of the material of the ñgux‘ed 
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plete that the v«pïate ftmetìous in the same mim 
ner es zur; element heffing en uneîfzeggemted ñg 
ure Vufiìl Émotion Wigma- imxnex'eed 1nl n.11'. 

RÉLAW. 

CNED 

The fotlmwmg reî’e?el-zces are of record in the 


